Welcome, Blessed Ones, to the Realm of Akasha. I have conducted you safely into this Realm, one that you are intended to reach in the course of your meditations and communion with the Most High. Saturate your consciousness in this Light of Akasha. Then return to the physical octave, once again wearing these outer bodies fashioned by the Hand of your own God Presence — yes, fashioned at the free-will election of your Presence! Having once agreed to be born into this outer world, you must traverse here for a time. Trust that when your Mission is concluded you will surely return to these Akashic Realms. Once more you will know only Perfection, only the Godly Estate, only a Consciousness that knows no limitation, knows no sense of want — for all is within reach of your Heart’s Desire.

You have become so accustomed to the densities of this physical octave that you lose sight of these rarified Realms of Light. Therefore, We come from time to time to remind you, to release Our Consciousness, Our Light, Our Love and caring concern for your lifestream. Now you — by the election of the free will of your own mind, of your own emotions, and yes, even by the election of your physical body, the densest one you wear — you can determine not to take advantage of this opportunity. You can elect to go about your familiar affairs, failing to entertain this other Realm so close at hand in which you could coexist as you work out your destiny here below.

Oft times you may be tempted to complain that the very arrows of Light and currents of Fire released into the atmosphere about you make it too difficult for you to carry on your daily life, much less absorb the Light into your outer vehicles; for much Light must be released into the Earth at this
time! Having ignored the Realms of Light for so many embodiments, even our students find it difficult to elevate their consciousness into these Realms of Fire, hence depriving themselves of the opportunity of learning how to consciously make the trek there. For it is not as easy as simply saying you will enter the Realms of Light. You must have the training. Your mind must come to understand how to cognize and contain the Fire of the Mind of God. The emotions must become charged with the Energy of God. The physical body must be willing to receive these rarified gifts of the Mighty I AM Presence and, yes, of the Akashic Realms, into the very cells of the densest of your bodies, the outer physical.

So the question becomes, how do you train these untamed vehicles? Repeatedly throughout the ages, the Ascended Masters have sent their emissaries as Anointed Messengers to release certain Teaching and Instruction that was intended to endure for all time. It matters not that you are unaware of some of that Instruction that has been lost in the annals of time. Nevertheless, it is recorded in Akasha. It is a part of the fabric of Cosmic Law and thus available to you when you can traverse these inner planes in your Garment of Light and read the record.

This Garment of Light is your entrance through the Gates of Gold and into the Light of Illumination! It is the higher vehicle that allows for ease of handling the many currents of Light, which can and are released so that you are able to enter that specific current that is required for your immediate use. When I, the Maha Chohan, pose to you the opportunity of direct encounter with these currents — all of which can be available for your immediate use — you should consider cultivating the discerning faculties required to tap into these currents and receive my Instruction on that Light.

Perhaps my Presence here today means no more to you than a gentle impetus that stirs your Heart to become slightly more than you have previously felt capable of becoming. Perhaps for others of you, you see it as the opportunity for your consciousness to receive, increment-by-increment, bit-by-bit, the worded Instruction that your own God Presence would transfer into your mind as “Thought from the Mind of God” impressing upon your vehicles so that they may respond correctly to the Will of your God Presence — thereby establishing more of the Blue Flame currents of the Will of God than the insipid currents that are more frequently released by the thought patterns of the outer mind, otherwise known as the human will. The same analogy applies for each of the lower vehicles of consciousness you wear.

However, what of the stalwart ones who stand in the midst of all chaos and confusion, holding fast to these Realms of Light? These hold fast to their
true Identity, determined to accomplish more than even they thought possible! First you must realize that all “would-be” disciples are faced with the same initiations and cycles to be mastered. For indeed it matters not how recently one has come to the understanding of Our Realms of Light or of the reality of Ascended Masters and their assistance to mankind. The tests are the same, the initiations the same for first time novices as well as for long standing students who have been on the Path of initiation for many incarnations.

What is different for the new student is the dawning awareness of the imperative need to develop the ability to internalize sufficiently the core of one’s Divine Identity and the need to hold fast to that high ideal, come what may. Not letting go even in the midst of all chaos and confusion, even in the midst of what may seem as the downfall of mankind all about them. For surely, if you were to examine closely the energies prevailing upon the Earth, you would see that there is everywhere a juxtaposition of light and dark.

But We call our students to place their attention upon the Light. For it is when you are able to draw forth that Light from the Realms of Akasha, from the Realms of the Ascended Master Perfection untainted by human creation, then you can draw it into your own vehicles of expression and send forth arrows of Light straightway to where that Light must be deposited. Then you, Blessed One, become the student who, regardless of how recently you may have come to these Teachings or how longstanding your striving, you begin to know the subtleties required of your own lifestream to hold fast to that inner core strength required of all.

This Mastery can never be taken for granted. No matter how long your sojourn in the physical octave or how accelerated your Path or how exalted the state of consciousness, the requirement is the same. To know who you are. To allow that identification with the I AM Presence to be the rock you stand on. To fan the Threelfold Flame of your Heart into a Blaze of God Desire, a veritable passion that must release more Light than you ever felt capable of holding!

Yes, perhaps in the very beginning you may not distinguish the subtleties of the Inner Realms, nor of your own Threelfold Flame; but surely you must recognize that far and wide across the world there is a Spiritual Force that guides all of Nature, that guides all of Life. And when you begin to explore for yourself this vast Divine World of the I AM that you are, then you begin to open door after door, teaching upon teaching as old as the hills, contacting firsthand a glow, a Light, an energy that you have never experienced before.

Such Attainment requires Constancy. You cannot allow your consciousness to revert to the old human patterns longer than it takes to detect their
appearance. Then instantly recognize that you must once again shore up the inner connection, holding fast to that great Pillar of Light within you. The entire human octave is but one gigantic labyrinth. This you must traverse. As long as any lifestream is satisfied to remain lost in that labyrinth, to make their home there, to equate that unreality with Reality, then that unfortunate one is indeed wedded to the unreal existence We term maya. These unfortunates themselves slam shut the doors to the sanctified atmosphere of their own inner Being!

But when earnest disciples strive to reach the Realm beyond that labyrinth, to follow the pathway leading up and out of their own human limitations, when they transmute their karma and make straight their path, then their consciousness is no longer bound by chaos and confusion, for such are mere perceptions of the outer mind.

You seal your consciousness with the shield of protection of the Will of your God Presence. You allow your Heart to stream forth its innate Constancy of Golden Light released moment-by-moment from the Mind of your own Presence into your outer consciousness to prompt you. In that steadfast striving, you receive increment-on-increment of Golden Light, as you are able. This Light will translate into your outer consciousness as the right course of action, the right plan, the right free-will election for your lifestream to follow.

As you are about this process of Mastery, you will likewise desire, whenever possible, to transmute your returning karma with Violet Flame. For indeed, the weight of returning karma will oppress each of your four lower bodies in turn. That dark karma does indeed warp one’s thinking, grip one’s emotions, and release all manner of disease into the physical body. As you understand how easy it is to maintain the Faith, to transmute those records of discord, to allow them to go into the Consuming Flame to be no more, then you will be free to move about your day unburdened. You will be able to keep your attention upon your God Presence, to chart your course through the cycles of initiation and, yes, through the entire miasma of human thought and feeling that you are obliged to deal with throughout your earthly journey.

But if a student secretly gives up on their Path, that one is lost to the unreality of their existence. For such as these, We, the Ascended Masters and, yes, their own God Presence, continue to stand as Pillars of Light, retiring into the Octaves of Light until such time as there is once again renewed striving of that Heart, sending forth the silent call to be released from its labyrinth of human creation and to have the affairs of its life reordered by the Hand of God, by the Will of God, by the Divine Destiny that is forever theirs. Remember always, Beloved Ones, that your Divine Destiny is as close
to manifesting in your life as is the rarified atmosphere that you experience when you succeed in elevating your consciousness, first into your Heart, and then upward into Akasha.

Yes, Blessed Ones, you do hear much Teaching about the Heart: how to open the Heart; how to balance the Threefold Flame of the Heart; how to utilize these Flames of God Consciousness to unfurl your own destiny. But perhaps in placing your attention upon these lofty Teachings, you have missed the very practical application that is required to know your Heart. That application, likewise, is as old as time. It fills all space when one is aware. That application is simply to turn your attention toward God. Known by every Name, by every Flame, by every Perfection, God deposits within the Heart all that is required for your lifestream.

There is great power in the simple knowledge, understanding, and internalization of the Name of God. This power occurs when one truly believes through and through that God is present for them to call to; when one has Faith that God is there within them to be the answer, that God is there to be the strength and the protector, and that God is within the Reality of their Being.

This conviction is oh so powerful in reconciling your own human thoughts, in stilling your own human emotions, in dealing with dis-ease of the physical body. You need not search the Earth ’round to understand that the Light of God is All-Powerful and is the answer. For the Heart knows God is within. The discipline, the Teaching, the training — all this is what the Teachings of the Ascended Masters are all about — for you to hold fast to the assurance that “God is within” is ultimately the Teaching that We deliver to you.

You, Blessed Hearts, are the ones who will make the difference. It is your Heart Flames that will establish more of God on Earth, that will allow for a greater portion of Light to enter these physical octaves and, yes, keep that balance of Light and dark. And at some point there will no longer be just a balance, barely holding in abeyance that darkness, but there will be an overwhelming, accelerating Tide of Light sufficient to bring forth the Golden Age. This is the matrix We hold in Our Consciousness, in the Ascended Octaves, in Our Retreats. And your own God Presence holds this Consciousness as well: that the Golden Age is only a matter of time and Vibration.

But you must take the first step as you turn your attention toward God and hold it there. No matter the circumstances of one’s life, no matter their surroundings, you have within you the capability to hold fast, to be God victorious, to open the current of Light into these outer vehicles, to establish your own forcefield, even though that forcefield may only measure a few inches
or feet about you. Nonetheless, you will be in that charged Vibration that pours forth from your own forcefield as fingers of Light to take command and to sustain the inner strength that you require to maintain the contact with your true God Identity.

For some this can happen seemingly overnight. For others it does take time. Remember, you are training the mind and the physical body to respond to the Light, to hear the inner voice of the Heart, to remember who you are. That lesson is essential. It matters not if you forget from time-to-time and must be jarred back into remembering from whence you have come — so long as you do enter once again into that inner strength born of contact with the Realms of Light.

There will come the time when you will not forget, when you will maintain the steadfast constancy, holding fast to the Realms of Light native to your own God Presence. You will chart your own course into the rarified atmosphere of New Worlds — New Worlds that can only be entered through the Heart, that can only be experienced via the finer forces of your own lifestream.

Those denser bodies you presently wear will come along in due time. For the law of magnetics is constantly at work when your attention is riveted upon the Mighty I AM Presence. Increment-by-increment, released into your vehicles of expression, there is a stepping up of your vibration, a depositing of this Light of which I speak into your consciousness, into the emotional body, into your physical body. And that Light will take command over all lesser vibrations. It will reorder your life. It will magnetize the circumstance of your future in alignment with that which is the Will of God for you.

Do not be dismayed if you cannot foresee the future of your life clearly. For as you more and more sustain this level of Vibration, it allows your consciousness to hold fast, not losing sight of who you are, not lowering the collective tone of your four lower bodies. Through this training in Constancy, holding fast to the idea and, yes, the Ideal of the I AM Presence within you, then that Ideal will translate into right action, into right knowledge, into unconditional Love. For then you will no longer be bereft of the essential Divine Attributes required of the hero of this era. You will be able to endure all that is asked of you. You will be able to hold fast to the Constancy of knowing the Divine Plan, not only for your lifestream, but for the greater whole of the Sons and Daughters of God.

Thus I return you to the first of my Instruction. You must know who you are! As long as you ignore that firsthand knowledge of the tangible reality of your God Identity, you are not able to enter the Gates of Gold of your own Higher Self.
Allow the training of your consciousness at every level of being so that you may become the expression of your God Presence through the Christ Incarnate. Allow for this full understanding to saturate your vehicles and to be fully internalized. Then as you chart the course of your life, you are not meandering through the wilderness, mistaking thoughts and emotions for the Heart of your Presence. Learn to distinguish the Heart that knows where you are going and what is being asked of you by your Presence! Then, if not in its entirety, most assuredly from moment-to-moment you can know. Moreover, you can learn to trust that moment-to-moment connection, for the Presence will not betray you. The Presence will always be there to answer your call. The Presence will protect you when you do your part, when you hold fast to that inner core of Being.

The choice is always yours. It is our great hope for the future of the Earth and for all future lifewaves that you will elevate your consciousness as quickly as the Law will allow. Our great hope is that your progress will step up the timetable for the descent of the Light to the Earth. Even now We look to that time when enough Christed Ones are on the Earth holding fast to that Light as our foothold for the Golden Age.

Even as I speak, there are those Christed Ones already performing that Service for the Earth! Were this not so, there would not be the ongoing Dispensation for your world. There are many who have already responded to our call! The choice is always yours. But We strongly admonish you to hold fast to the reality of your Being and no longer procrastinate becoming that One whom you are to become in this life — that One who holds their attention upon the Light of their own God Presence, that transmutes their own returning karma, that charts the course of Divine Destiny and returns Home in the Ascension in the Light!

Throughout the course of your earthly sojourn, as you make this unbroken attunement the prerequisite for your life, you will indeed enter new Realms of Light. Heretofore you may have found these Realms unattainable, the door closed by too much density in your own life. But now you will show what the new hero of the times is made of — made of Light; made of Wisdom; made of God Desire and a Love of the Heart that loves unconditionally; made of the Light that translates into Protection for the innocent and holy; made of Light that establishes a beachhead that seals off the eroding tides of human emotion and seals out the riptides of human consciousness that would otherwise taint and distort the Purity to be lowered into the consciousness of the Sons and Daughters of God, that allows enough Love of the Heart to flow forth in constant, unwavering release so that that One, that Christed
One — yes, you — may be the Heart Flame that We can count on under all circumstances.

And whether those who benefit from your Light, and have indeed come to rely on its steady pressure, ever know of your existence, or even understand your language, they will thrive on that Light! And at some future time, the Hearts of those presently operating in darkness will hunger to express what you have expressed — unconditional Love in Service, born of their own God Flame!

It is a tall order indeed; but your God Presence determined this election long ago: that you would be born into this physical octave, that you would sojourn here for a time, and that you would return Home — God victorious! Let the fullness of your Mission be completed in accordance with the cycles decreed by your own Mighty I AM Presence.

I AM the Maha Chohan, and I seal my address this day in the White Light of Purity to transfer the Consciousness of the Reality of the Mighty I AM Presence into the outer Heart of each one. There will come the time when many more new disciples to the Path of Light will hear this address and receive this Blessing and Dispensation.

I thank you.

The Maha Chohan